Reopening Drop Off Procedures Map
Students and Staff Only on Campus. No parents, visitors, or volunteers at this time.
1. At home do the pre-screening app at bchdcovidscreen.org each day. If green come to school, if red stay home and contact the school
2.
3.
4.
5.

nurse.
Gates open 15 minutes before the start time.
Go to nearest gate. Wait at social distancing dots. When at the front of the line show your app green screen on your phone or a print
out the time stamped green screen as a “fast pass.” A QR code will also be on the fence. Those without the pre-done app will be asked
the posted symptom check screening questions.
Students will have their temp taken with a touchless thermometer. Cleared enter, not-cleared go home or if without parent are walked
to the isolation area to wait for parent pick up within 15 minutes.
Students walk to their class seating area and wait at their social distancing dot for their teacher. No free play on playground permitted.

Arizona Garden Gate1st- 5th Student Entrance
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Student does not get out until the car pulls up to the courtyard
gate. No valet; passenger opens door. Student gets temp check
at courtyard gate. If clear, then enter. If not clear, returns to
car and leaves. Car must stay until student is clear and has
entered school.
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CREST Gate1st- 5th Student Entrance
Courtyard Gate- Car Drop Off Only
1st-5th
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Students coming from
northeast enter Arizona
Gate.
Students coming from
Northwest enter Arizona
Garden Gate.
Students coming from
southeast and southwest
walk up Chelsea Ave. and
use the crosswalk across
the parking lot to CREST
Gate, or walk up to
Arizona Gate.
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Office- Closed. Appointments Only;
Wheelchair/Life Skills Entrance
TK/K Gate -Car Drop Off Only TK/K
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Student does not get out until the car pulls up to the TK/K
gate. No valet; passenger opens door. Student gets temp
check gate. If clear, then enter. If not clear, returns to car and
leaves. Car must stay until student is clear and has entered
school.

Chelsea GateTK/K Student Entrance

